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Abstract—Topic-based publish/subscribe is at the core of many distributed systems, ranging from application integration
middleware to news dissemination. Therefore, much research was dedicated to publish/subscribe architectures and protocols,
and in particular to the design of overlay networks for decentralized topic-based routing and efficient message dissemination.
Nonetheless, existing systems fail to take full advantage of shared interests when disseminating information, hence suffering
from high maintenance and traffic costs, or construct overlays that cope poorly with the scale and dynamism of large networks.
In this paper we present StaN, a decentralized protocol that optimizes the properties of gossip-based overlay networks for topic-
based publish/subscribe by sharing a large number of physical connections without disrupting its logical properties. StaN relies
only on local knowledge and operates by leveraging common interests among participants to improve global resource usage
and promote topic and event scalability. The experimental evaluation under two real workloads, both via a real deployment and
through simulation shows that StaN provides an attractive infrastructure for scalable topic-based publish/subscribe.
Index Terms—Publish and subscribe, Scalability, Topic-based, Interest correlation, Subscription clustering, Link sharing.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
Context. As society becomes ever more digital, the
number of users connected to the Internet increases
and the variety of data generated online grows
steadily. Consequently, there is a huge demand in
dissemination systems responsible for delivering data
to their intended recipients in a variety of contexts,
ranging from social networks and news sites to enter-
prise environments and financial markets.
The publish/subscribe paradigm emerged as an
attractive model for scalable event dissemination,
mainly due to the strong decoupling between
the communicating entities: the producers (pub-
lishers) and consumers (subscribers) of informa-
tion [1]. This flexibility—in terms of space, time and
synchronization—makes this model suitable to a wide
range of application domains, from collaborative feed
dissemination systems [2], [3] to enterprise service bus
middleware used in service-oriented architectures.
The topic-based publish-subscribe variant catego-
rizes items by explicit topics, avoiding the overhead of
content-based filtering. Topics act as named channels
where content can be published in the form of events.
Participants interested in specific content subscribe
to one or more topics and subsequently receive all
the events published in these topics. Albeit simple,
it captures the behavior of many real world scenar-
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ios such as Usenet, Web syndication, Wikipedia and
social networks such as LiveJournal.
Topic-based publish/subscribe has attracted much
interest among researchers (e.g., [4]–[8]), especially
on the design of decentralized approaches that do
not rely on a central broker to manage topics and
route events. Furthermore, due to scale and dynamic
behavior, many existing proposals rely on gossip-
based dissemination [9], [10] to implement topic-
based publish/subscribe communication [1].
Some designs build several stacked overlay net-
works, one for each topic, and have nodes indepen-
dently join overlays for each of its subscriptions using
traditional gossip-based protocols [9]–[11]. Unfortu-
nately, this has high maintenance costs and presents
scalability problems as the number of links estab-
lished by each node grows linearly with the number
of subscribed topics. Moreover, publishing the same
event in multiple topics yields redundant transmis-
sions, as events are separately disseminated among
the same nodes through different overlays.
The alternative is to maintain a single overlay so
that nodes with similar interests are close to each
other [5], [12]. Shared interests are explicitly taken into
account and redundant event transmissions on mul-
tiple topics avoided. With global knowledge of node
interests, such semantic clustering can be achieved us-
ing gossip-based interactions [13], [14]. This has been
formalized as the minimum topic-connected problem [7]
and shown to be NP-complete. Furthermore, the re-
sulting overlay is likely to exhibit a high clustering
coefficient due to the approximation of nodes with
similar interests. Therefore, it will be highly sensitive
to faults and churn, and prone to partitioning [11].
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Contributions. This paper presents StaN, a novel
approach to topic-based publish-subscribe that aligns
multiple independent overlays in order to promote
link sharing among them. Despite being managed
independently and in a decentralized fashion, pro-
vided subscription correlation, the overlays converge
to share a large number of links. The growth is slower
with the number of topics than traditional multi-
overlay approaches, thus promoting topic scalability.
This is achieved while preserving the desirable prop-
erties for gossip-based dissemination, namely low
clustering coefficient and low diameter thus making
StaN an attractive infrastructure for efficient and scal-
able topic-based publish-subscribe.
Our contributions are the following: i) a description
of StaN detailing its operation and properties; ii) an
evaluation on PlanetLab [15] and through simulations
with a real workload from traces of LiveJournal [16]
and Wikipedia [17] and iii) the design of a dissemina-
tion protocol that leverages StaN and messages pub-
lished to multiple topics. The basic idea along with a
preliminary evaluation based on synthetic workloads
and simulations was presented in [18].
Roadmap. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows. We present StaN in Section 2 and evaluate
it in Section 3. Related work is discussed in Section 4
and finally Section 5 concludes the paper. The dissem-
ination protocol leveraging StaN and more evaluation
results are presented in [19].
2 THE STAN PROTOCOL
In this section, we describe the system model, present
StaN and discuss its main properties.
2.1 System Model and Assumptions
To map as close as possible to real-world observa-
tions we assume that topic popularity (the number
of subscribers for a topic) and subscriptions per node
(the number of topics a node is subscribed to) follow
power law distributions [20]. We also assume that
topic subscriptions are correlated, i.e., there is a non-
negligible probability that subscription sets overlap as
observed in real workloads [21]–[23]. We note that
in the absence of correlation StaN will degenerate
in an overlay-per-topic solution. In this case even
single overlay approaches will produce disconnected
components (one per topic). StaN’s performance is
therefore ultimately driven by the number of subscrip-
tions per node and the correlation between topics.
StaN’s architecture is presented in Figure 1. Our
approach assumes each topic has a separate random
overlay, maintained by some overlay management
protocol (OMP) like Scamp [24]. The key properties
of these overlays are: i) average view size grows
logarithmically with the system size, thus enabling
node scalability, and ii) clustering and diameter are low,
making the overlays fit for gossip-based event dissem-
ination and resilient in face of faults and churn [11].
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Fig. 1: StaN’s architecture.
Choosing peers uniformly at random is key to ensure
those properties [25] and, therefore, it is fundamental
to preserve randomness when combining links from
different overlays. Link combination and alignment is
done by the Link Management component.
We model an overlay as a directed graph and
assume the OMP maintains the graph connected.
Using directed graphs allows each participant to make
strictly local decisions regarding link establishment
and removal. The set of neighbors of a node is called
view and the number of neighbors is the view size.
Overlay links are a logical abstraction of the un-
derlying network, which are mapped to a physical
link by transport protocols such as TCP or UDP. This
can be implemented by a dynamic pool of shared
TCP/IP connections as in NeEM [26]. Therefore, a
gossip-based dissemination protocol leveraging StaN
can exploit logical links on different overlays that
share the same physical link, thus avoiding redundant
retransmission of the same event. This is achieved by
the Dissemination Management component [19].
For simplicity we do not differentiate publishers
from subscribers and assume both are interested in
receiving all events published on the topic. With this
model of all-to-all communication we use node as a
means for both a publisher and a subscriber.
2.2 Design Rationale
When designing a topic-based publish/subscribe sys-
tem, a set of desirable properties naturally emerge:
• Completeness: A node should receive all events
published in the subscribed topics.
• Accuracy: A node should not receive any event
from a topic it is not subscribed to.
• Node scalability: The system should scale with
respect to the number of nodes for a given topic.
• Topic scalability: The system should scale with
respect to the number of topics.
• Fitness: The overlays should have good struc-
tural properties to enable efficient event dis-
semination and resilience to faults and churn.
These properties are: connectivity, low clustering
coefficient and low diameter [11]. Connectivity indi-
cates that all nodes are reachable from any other
node and is fundamental to ensure completeness.
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Clustering coefficient measures the density of links
among nodes. It is the ratio between the number
of links that exist among the neighbors of a node
and the total number of links that may exist,
quantifying how close the neighbors are to being
a clique. In practice, it is related to the dissem-
ination cost, as highly clustered portions of the
overlay will produce more redundant messages,
and to fault tolerance, as highly clustered sections
of the overlay tend to easily become disconnected
from each other, thus compromising overall con-
nectivity. Diameter gives a lower bound on the
time and cost for a message to reach all nodes.
Proposals based on a single overlay, such as Spider-
Cast [5], recognize and exploit common subscriptions
among nodes, allowing the number of links to grow
sub-linearly with the number of topics and nodes thus
providing node scalability and topic scalability. How-
ever, the remaining properties are more challenging
to maintain. In particular, the fitness of the overlay
degrades because semantic communities lead to high
clustering coefficients. Accuracy is also problematic as,
eventually, nodes will have to relay events they are
not interested in to guarantee completeness.
On the other hand, proposals like TERA [8] or
daMulticast [27] that build one overlay per topic
satisfy completeness and accuracy as each event is dis-
seminated completely and only through the overlay it
belongs to. Fitness and node scalability are also satisfied
as these approaches rely on gossip-based OMPs de-
signed for scalability and gossip-based dissemination
(e.g., [10], [11]). The major drawback is topic scalability
as the number of physical links established grows lin-
early with the number of topics each node subscribes
to. Moreover, if an event matches more than one topic,
these approaches cannot exploit this knowledge to
reduce traffic because topics are fully separated.
StaN seeks to achieve the best of both worlds by ad-
dressing all aforementioned properties by combining
several logical links in a single physical link. These
combinations, detailed in Section 2.3, are strictly local
decisions made by each node based on the set of other
nodes in a topic-overlay. Link combination also allows
an event published on multiple topics to be relayed
just once through the physical link [19].
2.3 Link Management
The intuition behind StaN is very simple: each node
periodically samples the subscribers of all its topics,
that is, at each overlay it belongs to. Since, by assump-
tion, subscriptions are correlated these sets of sampled
nodes will likely overlap. For each overlay, the node
then deterministically selects a set of neighbors from
the sampled nodes. This deterministic selection over
overlapping sets leads, with high probability, to neigh-
bors shared across all overlays enabling the mapping
of several logical links to a single physical link thus
alleviating topic scalability problems.
Algorithm 1: Pseudo-random weight function on
node p for target q
function WEIGHT(q)1
return HASH( STR(p) + STR(q))2
Such design raises, however, two conflicting goals:
first we want to promote link sharing by taking
advantage of subscription correlation and second we
do not want to induce clustering (due to subscrip-
tion correlation) as this will impact the fitness of the
overlay. The problem at hand is then to devise a
neighbor selection process able to meet both goals.
In the following we study its key requirements.
To guarantee fitness, OMPs establish links uniformly
at random [10], [11], [24], [25] and thus our neigh-
bor selection process must preserve this randomness.
Unfortunately, this implies that the probability that
any two nodes are logically linked in more than
one overlay is dismayingly small. Even with global
knowledge of the system and full disclosure of the
subscription sets, finding a minimal solution (with the
smallest number of physical links) is NP-complete [7].
On the other hand, to promote link sharing we
need determinism, which is apparently conflicting with
uniformly random choices. In fact, due to overlap in
subscription sets resulting from correlation, a node
using the same deterministic criterion in all overlays
will independently choose approximately the same
neighbors for each overlay.
To avoid clustering, nodes cannot choose the same
set of neighbors (and neighbors of neighbors) which
requires asymmetry in the local choices made by nodes.
In our approach each node selects neighbors us-
ing a pseudo-random criterion that meets the above
requirements. Uniformity is key to preserve the good
properties of a random overlay [25], while determin-
ism is necessary to guarantee that a node will assign
the same value to a target node independently of
the overlay. Both are found in hash functions [28],
which produce uniform outputs along its codomain
and always map the same inputs to the same outputs.
Thus, by feeding a hash function with the identifiers
of known nodes, any node can obtain a uniform and
deterministic sorting of all other nodes. Still, this is
not sufficient as each node must have a different sort
order, otherwise the overlay would degrade into a
chain-like structure. Besides sorting needs to be asym-
metric to prevent clustering among neighbors. This is
obtained by having each node supply a different input
to the hash function, thus yielding different sorting
orders. The pseudo-code of our neighbor selection
criterion (weight function) is shown in Algorithm 1
(STR(p) is the text representation of p’s identifier).
The weight a node p assigns to a node q is given
by the output of the hash function. Weights are as-
signed by concatenating p and q unique identifiers
expressed as strings. Thus, nodes can locally order
all other nodes and give preference to different sets
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Algorithm 2: StaN protocol (node p)
// Periodic refreshing of the views
periodically1
foreach topic t ∈ p.topics do2
q ← RANDOMNODE(p.views[t])3
send COLLECTWALK(p,∅, TTL, t) to q4
// Random walk to collect nodes
upon receive COLLECTWALK(src, set, ttl, topic)5
set← set ∪ {p}6
foreach node n ∈ p.views[topic] do7
set← set ∪ {n}8
if ttl > 0 then9
q ← RANDOMNODE(p.views[topic])10
send COLLECTWALK(src, set, TTL − 1, topic) to q11
else12
send COLLECTREPLY(set, topic) to src13
// Reply from last node in random walk
upon receive COLLECTREPLY(set, topic)14
viewSize← |p.views[topic]|15
list← {q ∈ set ∪ p.views[topic] sorted using WEIGHT(q)}16
p.views[topic]← first viewSize nodes from list17
of neighbors. Note finally that the weight function
is asymmetric: considering any two nodes p and q,
HASH(STR(p) + STR(q)) and HASH(STR(q) + STR(p))
yield different values with high probability [28].
The remaining challenge is to design a protocol that
enables nodes to discover neighbors with minimum
weight and replace links accordingly to reach the
desired configuration. The asymmetry and absence of
clustering precludes the use of well-known methods,
such as T-Man [13], that rely on the establishment
of a partial order among all nodes and dynamically
converge the overlay towards a global target topology.
As the weight function defines multiple orderings,
one for each node in the system, there is no target
topology and thus no such convergence guarantee.
Our proposal relies instead on random walks [29], a
graph traversal procedure, to obtain uniform samples
of the population. These samples are locally ordered
according to the weight function and the neighbors
for each overlay chosen accordingly.
The pseudo-code for StaN is shown in Algorithm 2.
send is a network-level primitive parameterized with
the destination node’s address and a message to be
delivered at the receiver’s side by means of the receive
primitive. Each node p maintains one view per over-
lay t, denoted by p.views[t]. The RANDOMNODE()
function picks a random element from a list of nodes.
The protocol proceeds as follows. Periodically, each
node initiates a random walk with a given time-to-
live (TTL) in each overlay it belongs to. It selects a
random node in that topic neighborhood and sends it
a COLLECTWALK() message with its unique identifier,
an empty set that will collect other nodes’ identifiers,
the desired TTL and the topic identifier (lines 1–4).
Upon reception of a COLLECTWALK() (lines 5–13),
each node adds its own identifier and that of its
neighbors to the received set, and forwards it to a
random neighbor provided the TTL has not expired
yet. Adding the neighbors to this set improves con-
vergence time as more identifiers are collected by each
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Fig. 2: 5-nodes sample run with two topics from the point
of view of node n0 (only a subset of the links is shown).
random walk. When the TTL expires, the random
walk ends and the node sends a COLLECTREPLY()
with the set of identifiers back to the originator node.
Upon reception of this set (lines 14–17), the node
computes its view size, merges the collected set with
its own view, sorts the elements according to their
weight, and finally selects the best nodes to replace
its existing view without changing its size.
A simplified run of StaN with five nodes and two
topics is depicted in Figure 2. Node n0 is subscribed
to topics A and B and initially maintains four logical
links, two for each topic, to neighbors n1 − n4 (top
figure). As there is no overlap in logical links, the
number of physical links is also four. When running
StaN, n0 collects the ids of neighbors n1 − n4 and
assigns then the weights shown in the figure. Then,
n0 replaces links to higher weights nodes with links
to lower weight ones, on a per-overlay basis. Because
of correlation, the logical links of overlays A and B
converge to the same physical links (bottom figure):
logical links are preserved and the number of physical
links is reduced. Due to asymmetry, the weight n0
assigns to, say, n2 is unrelated to the weight n2 assigns
to n0. This is reflected in the figure by not having n2
and n3 choose n0 as its neighbor, nor each other.
2.4 Discussion
The weight function allows a node to order all other
nodes uniformly at random, thus preserving the prop-
erties of the overlay and consequently its fitness.
Moreover, it provides an asymmetric ordering of the
identifier space, thus avoiding clustering. This is also
reflected in the in- and out-view distributions as,
overall, every node can be selected by another node
with the same probability. Our method is substantially
different from node distance as used in consistent
hashing [30], which clusters nodes according to their
identifiers. As nodes tend to choose the same neigh-
bors across overlays, due to determinism, logical links
are often mapped to a single physical link, thus pro-
moting topic scalability. This is because fewer physical
links lead to improved resource usage in the form
of open connections/sockets and protocol overhead,
such as keep-alive messages. Completeness and node
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scalability are guaranteed by the underlying OMP
(e.g., [11], [24]). Accuracy is satisfied by design as each
topic uses a separate overlay.
StaN’s overhead is due to the periodic random
walks. This impact is low because the TTL is small and
messages only carry a small sample of node ids. The
TTL only needs to be on the order of the overlay di-
ameter to provide the chance of discovering all nodes.
Shorter TTLs would preclude nodes from opposite
fringes of the overlay to know each other. Nodes can
control the random walk period based on the expected
improvements: new nodes would use small periods
to quickly converge and then progressively reduce
the frequency as improvements become marginal. Al-
though not considered, nodes can also leverage other
node’s random walks (upon a COLLECTWALK()) as a
source of new neighbors, further reducing the impact
on the network and improving convergence speed.
This optimization is also useful to counter the effects
of message loss and churn, as nodes are able to gather
more information for each message delivered.
3 EVALUATION
We evaluate StaN using synthetic and real workloads
by simulation and via a real deployment on Planet-
Lab. The evaluation is focused on performance and
fitness. By evaluating the performance of StaN, we are
able to infer its ability to promote link sharing among
overlays which is fundamental to alleviate resource
consumption in the form of physical links established,
and thus promote topic scalability. By observing the
impact StaN has on the properties that make overlays
desirable for gossip-based dissemination, we assess
StaN’s suitability at achieving its performance goal.
Evaluation under message loss and churn and a com-
parison of StaN with a global-omniscient approach are
presented in a supplemental document [19].
3.1 Experimental Data
We used two real-world workloads: a trace of RSS
subscriptions from LiveJournal [16] and a trace of
edits of the English version of Wikipedia [17]. Live-
Journal is a social network where users have a jour-
nal/blog in which they publish entries and can follow
(subscribe to) the journals of others. The data gathered
includes the list of users and of subscribers to the
journals. This collection of users and journals, with
28,904 journals and 301,315 users, forms the com-
plete universe of our experiments. Journals map to
topics and users to nodes subscribing those topics.
For Wikipedia we gathered the pages and page edits
done by registered users until April 2012 resulting
in 715,710 pages and 2,015,060 users. Pages map to
topics and users who edited those pages to nodes
subscribing those topics.
To increase the tractability of the universes and
decrease experiment running time, we created smaller
self-contained universes. A self-contained universe is
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Fig. 3: Subscription distribution for LiveJournal universes.
created by selecting a random subset of topics, the
seed set. We then select the users subscribed to topics
in the seed set and add to the seed set the users’
topic (journal) in LiveJournal’s case or a random topic
from the node’s subscriptions in Wikipedia’s case. The
users subscribed to topics in the seed set comprise our
universe pruning topics with less than 30 subscribers.
As the self-contained universes were built using a
random set of topics, the properties of subscription
distribution are preserved. The complete generation
method can be found in [4]. Table 1 describes all the
LiveJournal and Wikipedia universes considered in
the experiments. These workloads have been chosen
as representatives of publish/subscribe systems with
several seed set sizes. For each seed set size we gen-
erated 100 universes, computed the ratio between the
number of topics and nodes and picked the median
universe. Note that L0 and W0 represents the whole
LiveJournal and Wikipedia universes, respectively.
3.2 Workload Characteristics
We start by confirming that our assumptions about
subscriptions distribution [20], [31] and correla-
tion [21]–[23] hold. These assumptions are: 1) the
number of subscribers to a given topic follows a
power law, 2) the number of subscriptions of each
user follows a power law, and 3) subscriptions are
correlated with a non-negligible probability.
Figures 3 and 4 depict the distribution of subscrip-
tions per topic (top) and subscriptions per node (bot-
tom) for several LiveJournal and Wikipedia universes,
respectively. Note that both plots are log-log. The
general shape for both LiveJournal and Wikipedia
is similar: few topics are highly popular while the
vast majority has few subscribers, and some users are
subscribed to many topics while most subscribe to far
fewer topics. These results confirm our assumptions
about subscription distribution [20], [31] and validate
our method for the generation of smaller universes.
Users subscribed to many topics are the ones that
can encounter problems with topic scalability, as the
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LiveJournal
Name L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8
Seeds all all 20,000 15,000 10,000 5,000 1,000 500 100
Topics 28,904 13,652 13,129 12,608 11,674 9,331 3,215 1,805 253
Nodes 301,315 267,230 237,612 214,642 182,828 130,577 40,407 23,657 4,689
Wikipedia
Name W0 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8
Seeds all 100,000 50,000 20,000 10,000 5,000 1,000 100 20
Topics 715,710 328,145 245,977 162,448 114,646 77,338 26,525 3,858 576
Nodes 2,015,060 761,225 497,854 277,474 175,152 108,620 33,956 5,957 1,381
TABLE 1: Universe configurations.
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Fig. 4: Subscription distribution for Wikipedia universes.
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Fig. 5: Subscription correlation.
number of physical connections they need to maintain
can be quite large. StaN is therefore expected to
mainly affect these nodes.
Figure 5 depicts the correlation among subscrip-
tions as a heat map, where white means no correlation
and black strong correlation. It was obtained by creat-
ing a matrix with topics as columns and subscribers
as rows. For each subscriber, we set the value 1 in
the respective column to indicate a subscription to
the given topic, or 0 otherwise. We then calculate
the Pearson correlation of the resulting matrix and
plot it by mapping the values to different shades of
gray. For the LiveJournal universe (left) there is a
mild correlation among all topics (the map contains
a non-negligible amount of gray points) while for the
Wikipedia universe (right) the correlation is stronger.
This indicates that StaN should be able to promote
physical link sharing on both universes, but to a
greater extent on Wikipedia.
Finally, we devised a synthetic workload that pro-
vides finer control on the number of topics/nodes
in a given universe to cope with the limitations of
the PlanetLab [15] testbed. To this end, we built a
two-dimensional grid with randomly placed node and
topic identifiers. Additionally, each node is assigned
an interest radius, and subscribes to topics whose
identifiers fall within. For each topic, we randomly
place several topic identifiers on the grid. The number
of topic identifiers follows a power-law thus matching
the topic popularity model. The assigned interest
radius also follows a power-law thus matching the
node subscription model. Nodes close on the grid are
likely to subscribe to the same topics, hence model-
ing subscription correlation. This synthetic workload
closely matches our model and exhibits distributions
similar to those observed on real universes [18].
3.3 Experimental Setup
We evaluate StaN both through a real deployment
on PlanetLab and by simulation. We could not per-
form all experiments on a real deployment due to
scalability and resource limitations of PlanetLab that
prevents experiments with bigger real universes. The
deployment on PlanetLab is done with Splay [32],
a framework for the development, deployment and
evaluation of distributed applications1. We also de-
veloped a discrete, round-based event simulator that
can scale to thousands of nodes and topics to evaluate
StaN in very large-scale environments.
To assess the accuracy of the simulator, we first
conducted a series of experiments with the same
workload on both Splay and the simulator. For a
given workload, we first created the overlays for each
topic by having every node, either real or simulated,
choose viewSize neighbors randomly. viewSize was
configured such that the probability of the overlay
being connected is 0.99 as specified in [33]. Finally,
we ran StaN for eight rounds and collected results. We
used rounds of 30 seconds for Splay, corresponding to
a discrete time step of the simulator.
3.4 Performance
To assess StaN’s performance in promoting link shar-
ing we defined two measurements: logical view size
1. Splay code used in the experiments is available at
http://static.lsd.di.uminho.pt/stanTPDS.tbz2
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Fig. 6: Evolution and distribution of the LVS and PVS for a
synthetic universe (100 nodes and 16 topics). The legend is
shared by the two graphs.
(LVS) and physical view size (PVS). LVS measures the
number of logical links established by a node across
all topics, which is the sum of the view sizes across all
node’s overlays. PVS captures the number of physical
links that each node needs to establish. It is obtained
by extracting the unique node identifiers from the
logical views. Since StaN preserves the number of
logical links, we expect LVS to remain constant and
PVS to decrease as the protocol converges.
Figure 6(a) presents the evolution of LVS and PVS
for a synthetic universe with 100 nodes and 16 topics,
for both the real and simulated environments. Val-
ues are averaged over 5 distinct runs. LVS remains
constant across the whole experiment because StaN
preserves the size of the views of individual overlays.
PVS drops from 25 to around 15, which shows that
StaN is able to share logical links after just a few
rounds. The better performance of the simulator is
explained by its discrete nature as the protocol runs
in lock step mode, and nodes optimize their views
before proceeding to the next round. Other reasons
are the non-negligible message loss and connectivity
issues experienced in PlanetLab due to faults and
churn. Despite this slight deviation, one can expect
that simulation results with larger universes will be
representative of real-world deployments. Figure 6(b)
presents the cumulative distribution function of the
view sizes of all nodes. Again the results obtained by
simulation mimic those of the real environment.
From this point on, we ran StaN in the simulated
environment with the real universes to study its
behavior in larger scales. All results below are the
average of 10 independent runs. We consider both the
initial PVS (IPVS) at the beginning of the experiment
and the final PVS (FPVS) after running StaN.
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Fig. 7: IPVS/FPVS and relative improvement for the L8 and
W8 universes.
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Fig. 8: Evolution of the IPVS/FPVS with the number of
topics.
The next experiment aims at observing the effec-
tiveness of StaN at reducing PVS as a function of
IPVS. This allows us to detect where the improvement
happens, namely to which extent nodes with large
view sizes benefit from StaN. Figure 7 presents these
results as a scatter plot, in the x axis we have the IPVS
and in the left y axis the FPVS. The vast majority
of points for the view size lie below the diagonal
meaning that StaN effectively reduced node’s view
sizes. This is confirmed when we analyze the im-
provement in percentage (right y axis). As expected,
the improvement both in absolute and relative terms
is greater for Wikipedia (bottom) due to its greater
correlation. In fact, the majority of Wikipedia’s nodes
have an improvement over 40% while for LiveJournal
fewer nodes achieve such an improvement.
For some nodes nodes the improvement is negative.
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Fig. 9: Clustering coefficient and diameter distribution for
the L8 and W8 universes.
This only happens for nodes with very low IPVS and
is because the weight function of StaN can some-
times split a physical link that was initially shared
(by chance) when optimizing the overlay. This may
happen for all nodes but it is only noticeable for
nodes with very low IPVS. Indeed, the number of
links that become physically shared on nodes with
larger view sizes easily outweighs any alignment that
may have occurred at creation time. Results for the
other universes follow the same trend (not shown).
Finally, Figure 8 presents a condensed view of
the previous plots for LiveJournal universes L1 − L8
and Wikipedia universes W1 − W8. The results are
obtained by extracting the IPVS and FPVS for each
configuration, i.e., before and after running StaN. One
can observe that the number of physical links grows
much slower, by a factor of two, with the number
of topics when using StaN. This demonstrates that
our approach is effective at scaling with the number
of topics as it limits the number of physical links
established by nodes with many subscriptions.
3.5 Fitness
We now study StaN’s fitness by focusing on the
structural properties of the overlays, namely connec-
tivity, clustering coefficient and diameter which affect
reliability and effectiveness [11]. Therefore, StaN must
not modify them with respect to the initial values of
the OMPs. The experiments below are for the L8 and
W8 universes, results for the other configurations are
similar (not shown). Values presented are the average
of each property across all overlays.
Connectivity. This property measures the number
of connected components of each overlay. A single
component indicates the overlay is connected. By
assumption, the initial overlays are managed by an
OMP that creates a single connected component. In
all the experiments conducted, we did not observe a
single disconnection. This is due to the uniformity of
the weight function, which ensures that every node is
equally likely to be selected as a best neighbor, thus
compensating the loss of links when nodes choose
other neighbors.
Clustering coefficient. The results, presented in Fig-
ure 9(a), show the initial and final values as almost
indistinguishable. In fact, due to the asymmetry of
the weight function, the weight any two nodes assign
to each other, or to a third, is completely unrelated
thus preventing nodes from selecting each other as
neighbors, or preferring neighbors of neighbors.
Diameter. The results, presented in Figure 9(b), show
that, as before, both distributions are similar. The rea-
son lies in the way the weight function is designed. As
neighbors are selected uniformly at random, the prob-
ability of losing links is identical to the probability of
gaining links. Moreover, the asymmetry prevents the
overlays from converging to a grid-like structure that
would otherwise increase diameter when compared to
the initial random overlay. Therefore, the randomness
of link establishment provided by the weight function
preserves the diameter of the overlays.
4 RELATED WORK
Approaches to topic-based publish/subscribe can be
generally divided in two categories: one that main-
tains multiple separate overlays per topic, and other
that maintains a single general overlay.
In Scribe [34], each topic is managed by a sin-
gle node in the Distributed Hash Tables (DHT), the
rendezvous point that handles subscription and un-
subscription requests. Subscribers are organized in a
multicast tree rooted at the rendezvous node that serves
as the entry point to all events. CAN-multicast [35]
also associates rendezvous node to topics. However,
each topic is managed independently with a new
protocol instance. Both approaches present scalability
and fault-tolerance issues due to the existence of the
rendezvous node. With both Scribe [34] and CAN-
based multicast [35], nodes that are not interested
in some topic may still act as forwarders, be they
internal nodes of the dissemination tree built on top of
the DHT or the rendezvous node that implements the
group membership management. Magnet [36] relies
on the same principle but uses as substrate a DHT
that clusters nodes according to interests. This design
greatly reduces the load on forwarders thus improv-
ing accuracy. StaN does not require the maintenance
of a structured overlay network for its operation
nor forwarder nodes. Magnet, similarly to Scribe of
CAN-multicast, is more adapted to situations with
a moderate number of well subscribed topics, while
StaN and gossip-based approaches are more adapted
to a large number of topics whose popularities follow
a power law distribution.
The daMulticast [27] departs from the structured
approach to embrace a pure gossip-based strategy.
Overlays are organized in a hierarchy, with an inde-
pendent overlay per level, thus enabling completeness
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and accuracy. Probabilistic links are maintained from
overlays at lower levels to their parents, thus reduc-
ing maintenance overhead and message complexity
by exploiting the hierarchy of topics. This approach
does, however, rely on these hierarchical relationships
between topics. It would otherwise degrade to a
traditional approach with a single overlay per topic.
In contrast, StaN makes no assumptions on topic
hierarchies but can nonetheless take advantage of
them. As StaN works by exploiting individual nodes
subscriptions instead of topic relationships, it is more
flexible. TERA [8] relies on gossip-based protocols to
maintain a general overlay, used for routing, and a
separate overlay per topic, thus presenting scalability
problems with high numbers of subscriptions.
To avoid the scalability problems of one overlay
per topic, SpiderCast [5] uses a single overlay. Links
are established according to two strategies: similar-
ity among subscriptions or at random. In order to
probabilistically ensure topic connectivity, the proto-
col attempts to guarantee that each node becomes k-
covered for every topic it is interested in. Once a node
becomes k-covered, SpiderCast does no longer search
for nodes with closer interests. With full membership
knowledge, this approach works well since chosen
nodes are, by design, the most similar. When that is
not the case the performance degrades because the set
of candidate nodes may not include the most similar
ones. Still, SpiderCast is able to construct connected
overlays with low degree knowing only 5% of the
nodes. Moreover, the decision of link addition and re-
moval must be made by two adjacent nodes due to the
use of an undirected graph. The other main concern
is service differentiation as it is not possible to offer
different service levels based on topic requirements.
The Min-TCO problem [7] is defined as the con-
struction of a graph with a minimum number of
edges that ensures completeness and accuracy. Its
decision version is shown to be NP-complete, and
thus captures some inherent limitations of an ap-
proach based on a single overlay. While this results
in overlays with low average view size (degree in
the paper), the maximum view size can grow quite
large. This is addressed by the Low-TCO [37], which
achieves both low average and maximum view sizes.
Those approaches require however global knowledge,
are computationally expensive and do not support
subscription dynamism. Recently these issues have
been tackled by divide-and-conquer strategies that
enable parallelization dynamism [38], [39]. Still, they
are centralized and designing a distributed equivalent
is, to the best of our knowledge, an open issue.
A survey of proposals based on subscription corre-
lation can be found in [40].
5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we presented StaN, a protocol that takes
advantage of the correlation of interests among nodes
in a topic-based publish-subscribe system with the
goal of decreasing the number of physical links estab-
lished. This is essential to promote topic scalability as
the number of physical links established by a node
represent an inherent limitation. StaN achieves this
by the use of a clever weight function that allows
overlays to retain their good structural properties,
thus providing a robust and attractive infrastructure
for data dissemination. In fact, by being oblivious
to node subscriptions, StaN sidesteps the problems
inherent to clustering but still offers considerable
improvements in link sharing, thus emerging as a
new point in the design space of topic-based publish-
subscribe systems.
The extensive experimental evaluation using a
real workload from traces of LiveJournal [16] and
Wikipedia [17] with simulations and a real deploy-
ment on PlanetLab shows that StaN achieves its per-
formance and fitness goals. Performance is ultimately
limited by the initial view size of the nodes and topic
correlation. As expected, the benefits of StaN are more
evident in nodes with large views, precisely those
with scalability problems, as it effectively reduces the
number of physical links maintained.
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